International tap meeting: Tap On Barcelona presents the
10th Photography Competition TAP ON BARCELONA.
CONDITIONS
1. Photography have to be unpublished and unrewarded in other Competitions.
2. Every photographer, professional or not, can participate in the competition. There is
not limit in the number of photography presented.
3. TAP DANCE will be the theme of the photography.
4. Photography will be presented in black and white or in color, in digital format, in high
resolution (JPEG, GIF or PNG format between 2 and 8 Mb. Minimum resolution: 300
ppp). Posted photography by e-mail has to be sent to: info@taponbarcelona.com
5. Photography should be accompanied by a title and a short text as a footer where
author explain something about the photo.
6. All selected photography will go to the photographic files of TAP ON BARCELONA,
reserving the reproduction and diffusion rights for non-commercial uses, keeping the
authors all rights about theirs photography.
7. Last day admission will be on July, 15th
8. The competition rewards will be:
 1ER PRIX: 3 COURSES FOR FREE for Tap On Barcelona 2018.
 2ND PRIX: EXTRAS PACK for Tap On Barcelona 2018.
 3RD PRIX: TICKET for the GALA for Tap On Barcelona 2018
9. The vote will be popular. Tap On Barcelona participants will be the ones who choose
with their votes to the winner. The votes will take place during the week of Tap On
Barcelona. Tap On Barcelona direction will be responsible for resolving any issues that
may arise during the course of the competition. The decision is final and can declare
the prize void.
10. Decision will be public during the Meeting Tap On Barcelona, on July 2017. The Award
delivery will be in a public act.
11. From all the photographs received, we will choose a maximum of 20 photographs that
will be exhibited in the center where courses are conducted Tap On Barcelona. The
selection of these photographs will be made by the teachers of the Meeting and the
direction of it.
12. First 20 Selected Photography will be exposed during the Tap On Barcelona.
13. Participation in the competition imply accepting the conditions.
Contact and photography sent E-mail: info@taponbarcelona.com
More information on: www.taponbarcelona.com

